


Snorkelling is one of the best ways to discover the fascinating Maldivian underwater life. Whether a solo venture or one with family, a snorkel 

pro or a curious beginner, explore the wondrous world that lies beneath the waters at Randheli.

Indulge in a private session with an experienced professional for the perfect introduction to aquatic life. This beginners’ lesson is a great way for 

first time snorkelers or those who prefer shallow waters to explore the lagoon. 

For a playful splash and a casual excursion, embark on this tour of a snorkel destination at a nearby reef. Spectacular coral, glimmering fish and 

crystal clear waters await! 

Voyage across the magnificent Randheli reefs for an unforgettable underwater adventure. From exotic marine life to reef colours never before 

seen, uncover another world of Maldivian beauty. 

Experience the wonders of the Noonu Atoll reef in a completely new light – at night. With an underwater torch, the colours of the reef come 

to life in their full splendour. The marine fauna and flora blossom with the awakening of the moon and the special ultraviolet light emitted from 

a snorkeler's torch.

Experience the rising sun in the Noonu Atoll and see how the dwellers of the reef return to their diurnal habits after an active night. Early 

morning snorkelling is the best time to see some species retain their nocturnal behaviour.



Connect with nature and immerse yourself in a range of different activities on the crystal clear waters with the various offerings below.  

With no prior experience necessary and available on a complimentary basis, we invite you to enjoy the sun and peaceful rhythm of the lapping 

waves in our beautiful lagoon. Revel in the shelter of the lagoon for long enough and you may even encounter graciously gliding manta rays.

This internationally recognised windsurfing course is taught to VDWS standards and consists of academic lessons to fully understand equipment 

and environmental components. In-water practical experience, under the direct guidance of our instructors, will give you the knowledge and 

confidence to windsurf in all conditions. The full license takes approximately 10-12 hours to complete. 

Speed, balance and determination are put to the test in these fun rides! Let the Mastercraft speed boat lead the way with its 360 horsepower 

inboard engine. Entertaining for both the young and the young at heart. 

For beginners and experts alike, challenge yourself to a session of wakeboarding or water-skiing. A whole range of different skis, including 

monoskis and junior skis are available to suit all adventurers. 

Climb aboard and ride to a nearby sandbank or deserted island. Visit unspoilt turquoise lagoons reachable only by jet ski, and snorkel with one of 

our experienced guides. Upon request, refreshments and a picnic may be imagined to enhance your visit to this patch of paradise. 

For lovers of fast-paced water activities, we suggest the thrilling JetSurf. This jet-propelled surfboard is a cross between a surfboard and a jet ski, 

and is capable of speeds up to 40mph (58km/h), a must-try for anyone with a passion for watersports! With the assistance of our instructors you 

will find yourself carving the waves in no time.



The sensational Seabob. Powered by our most powerful jet skis, glide blissfully along calm waters, or for experienced snorkelers, use the Seabob

to leisurely explore the coral reef at its best. 

The Flyboard is the newest exhilarating water experience. This exciting invention will have you up in the air performing the “Iron Man” or the 

“Dolphin Swim” in a matter of minutes. Alternatively, perform loops in the air with the enthralling Hoverboard. To ensure the highest level of 

safety, we provide life vests and helmets and our instructor will be available for assistance. Try a session with our experienced trainers or take a 

beginners’ lesson to safely enjoy these thrilling power toys.

Learn how to sail the Topcat with one of our professional instructors. This VDWS sanctioned course is designed to give you complete 

knowledge of environmental considerations for safety and offer hours of pure enjoyment. The internationally recognised course takes 

approximately 12 hours to complete. 

Guests with sea experience are invited to sail into the Maldivian sunset with our Topcat. One-on-one specialised coaching is also available to 

develop new techniques. If you would rather an expert take the tiller, relax while our catamaran captain controls the helm.



Whether you are a landlubber or a professional seaman, the Indian Ocean is the perfect place to hire a boat and sail away. Cheval Blanc

Randheli Dive Centre offers exclusive boat hire boats, by the hour, half day, full day, or even for an overnight trip. Drift away on the blue

ocean and let the lapping of the waves caress your senses.

Be your own captain, or sit back and enjoy the ride as you cruise around the lagoon in our Top Cat Catamaran. Relaxing and calm, take the

opportunity to get back to nature; and who knows, you might even come across some dolphins on your travels.

The pride of Cheval Blanc Randheli, delicately coated in our signature colours, is this state-of-the-art Coast Craft speed boat. At 37 feet, the

boat is ideal for transfers, or for a spot of Manta snorkelling - the choice is yours!

Sleek and stylish, with a touch of local history four wooden, motorised, custom-made 24-foot dhonis are at guests’ entire disposal – a convenient

water taxi to Maakhurandhoo, the Cheval Blanc Spa, or even the Owner’s Villa, the dhonis can also used as romantic vessels for moonlit cruises

or wedding ceremonies.

Comfortable, extremely spacious and fully equipped for diving and excursion, the dhonis are fitted with everything both the beginner and

experienced sportsman could require. From cylinder racks and fighting chairs, to cup holders and refrigerators, these 41-foot wood and fibreglass

dhonis have it all.

For fishing enthusiasts, this beautiful boat is a must-try. At 52 feet and with three cabins, this yacht is fitted in teak and has engines that pack a

powerful punch. Complete with fighting chairs and rods, two well-appointed bathrooms and even a kitchenette, catch your dinner in style.

Alternatively, hire the Big Game Fishing boat for a private diving trip or snorkelling excursion.

Azimut 98 Leonardo is a 101-foot long luxury yacht suitable for hosting up to 12 passengers on board, plus qualified crew members. With a

modern and bright interior design, it is perfectly suited for any yachting experience, featuring four cabins for overnight stays, open deck areas

with a Jacuzzi, bar, lounge area and sun deck. The yacht also features a swimming platform for guests to enjoy full use of the jet skis and

watersports equipment.



A boat excursion offers a unique opportunity to engage with the nautical island life. The following options are scheduled as group trips but may 

also be booked for individual outings using any of Randheli’s boat fleet for ultimate privacy. Kindly contact your Majordome or the Dive 

Centre for further information. 

Journey to the edge of the Atoll in search of playful dolphins cruising through the island’s channels! From bottlenose dolphins calmly grazing, to 

spinner dolphins showing off their acrobatic leaps and pirouettes, capture spectacular images of nature’s most revered water mammal. As dolphins 

are wild and move across the Atoll, sightings are not always guaranteed. 

Enjoy the stunning views of the chromatic Maldivian sunset and the calm sound of the evening tide whilst sipping on champagne and indulging 

in canapés created by our Maison’s chefs. Upon return after dark, embrace the softly glowing lights of Randheli from the sea. 

Catch your dinner the Maldivian way on an evening fishing expedition practicing the traditional Maldivian method of handline fishing. The 

crew will show you how to use hooks, lines and sinkers and help you rig your fishing rods as you gain the knowledge of this 

island’s unique culture. 

Experience life as the Maldivians have done for thousands of years and join our dhoni boat trip to visit Velidhoo. This nearby inhabited island 

will leave you speechless with its colourful pink, turquoise and pale green painted houses, century-old banyan trees, beautiful harbours

and local mosques. 



The Dive Centre is pleased to offer private charters and bespoke excursions in the Noonu and nearby atolls. We would be delighted to create 

personalised outings to meet all desires whether snorkelling, visiting local islands or enjoying a picnic on a sandbank. Hire a private boat for the 

day and enjoy the finest leisure experience.  

Explore the reefs of Edhdhuffaru, proposed as the first Maldivian Marine National Park, or snorkel in the picturesque waters of Karimma Vattaru

lagoon, recently discovered to be a nursery for sharks and rays. After returning from the reef, our dedicated crew will serve a picnic lunch on the 

open deck or on a sand bank, according to your wishes.

Our qualified captains and enthusiastic crew enjoy sharing the island’s hidden reefs, lagoons and beaches. Any combination of activities on 

bespoke excursions are possible; fishing, snorkelling, diving or cruising, the choice is entirely yours. 

Relax and unwind while fishing in the crystal clear waters of Noonu Atoll, an extraordinary experience for anglers of all abilities! Embark on a 

36-foot Big Game Fishing Boat to discover the variety of big game fish living in Maldivian waters. All necessary rods, lines, trawling gear, bait 

and lures are provided on board. 

Fishing at Randheli is not just about boats and captains, but also a devoted crew with an innate ability to sense fish and create exciting 

experiences for all of our guests, with the promise of outstanding service and quality. Should you desire to hold some of your catches for dinner 

our crew can suggest which species are best for consuming and leave the rest to the outstanding creativity of our chefs. This excursion may only 

be booked with the Big Game Fishing Boat. 

Hire your own private boat and enjoy the feeling of timelessness away from the hustle and bustle on your own desert island. After an 

unforgettable snorkelling experience with one of our experienced guides, enjoy a sumptuous picnic before lazing in the sun and sail back to 

Randheli feeling relaxed, refreshed and rejuvenated. 



The following group excursions are also available on a private basis using the boat of 

your choice. Kindly note that all water activities are subject to weather conditions.

10:00 - 11:30 Snorkel Splash

18:00 - 20:00 Traditional Sunset Fishing

10:00  - 11:30 Snorkel Splash

17:30 - 18:30 Cruise with the Dolphins

10:00 - 11:30 Snorkel Splash

18:00 - 20:00 Turtle Sunset Fishing

10:00 - 11:30 Snorkel Splash

18:30 - 19:30 Sunset Cruise

10:00 - 11:30 Randheli Snorkel Discovery

17:30 - 18:30 Cruise with Dolphins

10:00 - 11:30 Snorkel Splash

18:00 – 20:00 Traditional Sunset Fishing

10:00 - 11:30 Snorkel Splash

18:30 - 19:30 Sunset Cruise


